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Flat Earth or Spherical Earth?

 

Job 26:7 He spreads out the northern skies over empty space; he suspends the earth over nothing. 

I really liked this conspiracy theory about a Flat Earth. Even if the model doesn't work as a flat Earth, the model could work as
a sphere in a firmament containment type model with no vast universe. If you live on a 4.5 billion year old planet with dinosaurs
millions of years old in a vast universe then Biblical timelines from creation are impossible. If you evolved from an ape you
answer to no one. If however you've been fooled and God expects you to keep his commandments then you better worry
about what you truly live on and who's fooling you into sinning.

Regardless if a God created a vast universe or just a plane of existence it's strange a being that existed for eternity decided to
create life just 4.5 billion years ago or even 6,000 plus years ago. Why would something like this content with itself feel a need
to do this? 

It's equally strange to think everything came into existence from a big bang. Where did that energy come from? Space
although void is still a void which is something. 
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Even if you go with parallel universes colliding creating ours, it doesn't explain their origins. 

After doing experiments in 3D CAD software at 1/1000 scale however Flat Earth leaves me with more questions with the data
we have on distances and the visible results of an eclipse and so forth. After watching several videos on the subject (linked in
article) there are things that don't add up for a spherical planet either. 

Below are renderings I created to better give a visual example of some of my Flat Earth experiments. 

From a Biblical perspective it's great such as Noah's flood filling up a snow globe type plane with a firmament outer wall rather
then a spherical Earth. 

Everybody could see a second coming because the planet is flat rather than being obscured by the Earths curvature.

The Devil showing Jesus all the Kingdoms of the World from a high mountain is only possible on a flat plane and so forth.

These Bible verses say the Earth has a foundation and doesn't move through space

 

Psalms 104:5 Who laid the foundations of the earth, that it should not be removed for ever.

Psalms 93:1 The Lord reigneth, he is clothed with majesty; the Lord is clothed with strength, wherewith he hath girded himself:
the world also is established, that it cannot be moved

1 Chronicles 16:30 Tremble before him, all the earth! The world is firmly established; it cannot be moved. 

If the Bible says it doesn't move and science does, then merely prove one or the other without using computer graphics to fool
us. If science is right and we spin around the sun these Bible books are invalid. 

 

The Sun and Moon are stopped in place

The Sun and Moon stopping in place for Joshua's battle is no problem if the Sun is revolving around the Earth as an
electromagnetic thermal device and the Moon a device with similar electromagnetic features. If it happened as science
explains gravity, then they as soldiers would become weightless.

Joshua 10:13 the sun stood still, and the moon stayed, until the people had avenged themselves upon their enemies. Is not
this written in the book of Jasher? So the sun stood still in the midst of heaven, and hasted not to go down about a whole day.

 

The Sun goes into reverse

 

2 Kings 20:9-11 And Isaiah said, This sign shalt thou have of the L���, that the L��� will do the thing that he hath spoken:
shall the shadow go forward ten degrees, or go back ten degrees?

And Hezekiah answered, It is a light thing for the shadow to go down ten degrees: nay, but let the shadow return backward ten
degrees.

And Isaiah the prophet cried unto the L���: and he brought the shadow ten degrees backward, by which it had gone down in
the dial of Ahaz.

If the sun is actually much smaller and closer and is a mechanism rather than a star then this is easy to do. 

The Firmament and Conspiracy Theory 

The concept of a ceiling is mentioned in Genesis chapter 1 and is referred to as a firmament dividing the waters above from
the waters below. 

Genesis 1:7-8 And God made the firmament, and divided the waters which were under the firmament from the waters which
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were above the firmament: and it was so. And God called the firmament Heaven. And the evening and the morning were the
second day.

Enoch 54:7-10 And in those days shall punishment come from the Lord of Spirits, and he will open all the chambers of waters
which are above the heavens, and of the fountains which are beneath the earth. And all the waters shall be joined with the
waters: that which is above the heavens is the masculine, and the water which is beneath the earth is the feminine.
And they shall destroy all who dwell on the earth and those who dwell under the ends of the heaven. And when they have
recognized their unrighteousness which they have wrought on the earth, then by these shall they perish. 

The star field (firmament) would likely have portal type pieces that unscrew from the other side to allow water in like a rain
shower. There would probably be perhaps hundreds.This water was most likely salt which killed all ocean except certain
breeds that can survive in both water types. Only land based animals in Noah's Ark were saved. I explain why I think
Masculine water would most likely be salt water further into the article. 

The Book of Enoch mentions masculine and feminine water types one above the firmament and one below. There might be
streaking or salt residue around these hole systems visible by high tech camera devices. Another purpose is it's there to cool
this star field mechanism from warping from the heat of a close smaller sun perhaps 33 miles wide with a similar closer moon
slightly smaller. After Noah's flood, water had to evaporate but would be impossible to go into these holes so most likely
pumped out from below in a hollow type earth scenario. There would likely be systems to re-saturate the salt water so it can be
pumped out and still be considered masculine when above the firmament. Tectonic plates and lava would occur because there
was most likely the pumping of water in vast piping to cool earth layers from becoming this since mass would create this heat
without a cooling system. This system not only cooled the layers of Earth but likely provided free energy to power the systems
since as the water heats it can become steam and power turbines. This could be currently shut off from the energy barrier
(mentioned below) that holds in the devil perhaps 200+ miles deep thus causing earthquakes from tectonic plating, making
earth strange as a creation because it would not have been designed to destroy mankind. 

The smaller sun and moon would perhaps have large electromagnetic systems on the back side for a controlled orbit. The
moon always faces us and it's tough to see if the sun actually spins as well. The other reason this might be built this way is the
sun and moon can be stopped and reversed according to the scriptures related to Ezekiel and The Book of Judges. The
reason for electromagnetism is because flat earth theory says there is no gravity just density. Along with that earth cannot
have magnetism with a molten core thus negating north and south systems. There are perhaps in a hollow earth weather
systems and magnetic systems to control this along with the Book of Enoch mentioning what seems to imply this. This also
let's animals migrate and possibly protects us from the sun's ray's. These might have been stronger prior to Noah's flood.

The moon either gives off it's own internal light or reflects the sun as science describes. If it gives off it's own light then perhaps
phases of the moon are controlled by a separate internal hemisphere that blocks the light and creates the phases as it spins
inside. Does an eclipse merely change the internal light color to red or is there a separate semi transparent hemisphere
colored red to give this illusion. It's merely speculation currently since a Flat Earth cannot cast these shadows and create the
red moon effect. 

These verses seem to imply such a system for watering the Earth 

 

Science explains things differently which is why some people mock this verse as nonsense. If we do however live on a system
created by God then this is how it used to work. Previously I explain that there is probably vast networks of pipe that most
likely cooled layers of the Earth from turning molten and provided unlimited energy with geothermal style heat powering
perhaps generators. After Noah's Flood it would be impossible to evaporate into a firmament since the holes were closed, so it
was most likely pumped out from below for 150 days. Earth may have been a large land area they refer to as Pangaea without
oceans. 

Genesis 2:5 And every plant of the field before it was in the earth, and every herb of the field before it grew: for the Lord God
had not caused it to rain upon the earth, and there was not a man to till the ground. 

Genesis 2:6 But there went up a mist from the earth, and watered the whole face of the ground. 

This verse seems to imply that things not seen as yet was perhaps rain. 

Hebrews 11:7 By faith Noah, being warned of God of things not seen as yet, moved with fear, prepared an ark to the saving of
his house; by the which he condemned the world, and became heir of the righteousness which is by faith. 

This verse explains the firmament was opened yet the "fountains" were broken up. Could this be referring to the piping network
that I believe existed? If they were destroyed this is perhaps why we now have vast oceans rather than a Pangaea style Earth. 

Genesis 7:11 In the six hundredth year of Noah's life, in the second month, the seventeenth day of the month, the same day
were all the fountains of the great deep broken up, and the windows of heaven were opened. 
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How did Noah fit every animal on a three story vessel that was likely 300 feet long?

 

It says here in these verses Adam named every creature 

Genesis 2:19 And out of the ground the Lord God formed every beast of the field, and every fowl of the air; and brought them
unto Adam to see what he would call them: and whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that was the name thereof. 

Genesis 2:20 And Adam gave names to all cattle, and to the fowl of the air, and to every beast of the field; but for Adam there
was not found an help meet for him. 

Adam only lived in one region of the Earth called Eden which is in the Iraq area. This means creatures that were in other parts
of the Earth didn't exist so anyone who mocks the possibility of a Flood uses this reasoning. They always wonder how did he
cram every animal type in there, it would be impossible. It never said God kept making more and more creatures, but it does
say the Serpent did sin with everything from humans to reptiles, fish and so forth. If God gave him these dimensions then
these were the only creatures he created and wanted saved from the Flood. The flood was brought because this kind of thing
got out of hand. The Serpent did this again after Noah's flood because the Book of Numbers explains Nephelim were at it
again and the Israelites feared men of "great stature" in the promised land they were to conquer.

Here are Giants called Nephelim before the Flood

Gen 6:4 There were Giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in unto the daughters
of men, and they bare [children] to them, the same [became] mighty men which [were] of old, men of renown.

They substituted the word “Giants” for the name Nephilim here.

Giants – (Strongs # 05303) – Nephilim נפילים (Nun/Peh/Yud/Lamed/Yud/Mem)

Here are the same thing after the Flood because they created more of them. 

Numbers 13:32 And they gave the children of Israel a bad report of the land which they had spied out, saying, “The land
through which we have gone as spies is a land that devours its inhabitants, and all the people whom we saw in it are men of
great stature.

Num 13:33 And there we saw the giants (Nephelim), the sons of Anak, [which come] of the giants (Nephelim) : and we were
in our own sight as grasshoppers, and so we were in their sight. (This is well after the Flood)

WTT Numbers 13:33

 ושׁם ראינו את־הנפילים בני ענק מן־הנפלים ונהי בעינינו כחגבים וכן היינו בעיניהם׃

They were “grasshoppers to their size”

The animals we see today are not necessarily all of God's creations but perhaps genetically modified creatures mixed into
nature. They of course teach evolution as truth so yet another reason to make you believe this actually works by creating all
kinds of things even perhaps large ones to make a boat that saves them all even more inconceivable. 

I'm sure Noah's Ark is still up on Mount Ararat buried in deep ice and filled with the DNA of every creature God created. If the
DNA of another creature isn't, it's probably due to being a genetic alteration created by Serpents. 

Why don't ancient civilizations note an event such as Noah's Flood or even the 10 plagues of Egypt? 

Matthew 4:8-9 Again, the devil took Him up on an exceedingly high mountain, and showed Him all the kingdoms of the world
and their glory. And he said to Him, "All these things I will give You if You will fall down and worship me."

This sums it up, the Devil in its various forms (not one diabolical enemy as noted in my Satan articles) owns all these
Kingdoms and doesn't want Judaism to have a leg to stand on with secular archeology. Noah's Flood occurred in the beginning
of the Old Kingdom of Egypt on 5-23-2447 BC according to my Metonic Moon Cycles and Biblical dating article. It also took
place more than 300 years before the first Chinese dynasty which is why they have no record of it and would be forbidden
regardless.

Here is my article on Biblical Dating LINK 

I have the Exodus occurring within 10 years of Egypt's Intermediate Period ending according to secular archeology BC dating.
The New Kingdom of Egypt didn't take place until some 20 years later. I call this a BC bulls-eye. Egypt would have been
crippled from 10 plagues and the loss of the Pharaoh and all his chariots in the Red Sea.

http://www.numberman.net/Metonic_Cycles.html
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Second Intermediate Period (1782 BC - 1580 BC) (Exodus 3-27-1590 BC Sunday) 

New Kingdom (1570 BC - 1069 BC) (2 Inscriptions show Israel enemy of Egypt by 1390-1360 BC - would be 196 to 226 years
since the Exodus on 4-11-1586 BC Saturday)

Speculation on why I think Masculine Water above the Firmament might be Salt Water

Euryhaline fish can survive both salt and fresh water. There are two types. 

Anadromous - Born in freshwater then live in salt only to return to fresh water to spawn 

Catadromous - live in fresh and spawn in salt water 

There are 21 listed that exist today. Creatures like eel and some crab can also do this. The issue with masculine and feminine
water is it says feminine is below the firmament thus no salt water could have been there as well. If salt water was introduced
through the firmament it would have killed all sea life with the exception of these 21 types that can survive both and any other
sea creature designed to survive in both. Would high tech sensors detect traces of salt residue around the devices that
allowed it onto Earth for 40 days and nights from the Firmament (Star Field which is some form of high tech light system most
likely mapped onto a sphere that rotates around the Flat Earth from Polaris) Another point is that if the waters above were
fresh they would require heating to prevent them from becoming ice, but salt water reduces this significantly. 

Saltwater has a much lower freezing point than freshwater does. And the more salt there is in it, the lower the freezing point
gets. You have to know how salty it is to know the exact temperature that it will freeze. For saturated saltwater (23.3% salt)
(meaning no more salt can dissolve into it), the freezing point is -21.1 degrees Celsius (-5.98 F). Flowing water is also harder
to freeze if there is enough kinetic energy. In other words, if fresh water is flowing fast enough, it could be below 32 F and the
water will not freeze with perhaps similar math for saturated salt water. Does water flow above the Firmament? No way to
know but with salt and movement it likely wouldn't freeze. Is the actual temperature of what they consider outer space much
warmer than they say? Deep space (as they call it) is near absolute zero but perhaps this is more theory. 

Enoch 7:4 And they began to sin against birds, and beasts, and reptiles, and fish, and to devour one another's flesh, and drink
the blood. 

They already genetically modified fish so we could expect to see it again after the flood wiped them out when introduced with
salt water from above the firmament. Nephelim showed up again after the flood so we can safely assume every other creature
did as well from land, sea, and air which helps promote evolution. The concept of large aquatic creatures doesn't make sense
on the Earth before the flood because vast oceans wouldn't have existed with most of the water being below the Earths crust.
Lakes would have been fresh water and not large enough for them to thrive either. The Lochness creature could very well exist
as another one of their strange creatures. Sometimes unknown creature types wash ashore somewhere on the planet eluding
to this still occurring. 

Cloven Hoofed creatures are considered unclean in scripture. Do reptilians (Biblical serpents) have similar feet indicating their
DNA might be mixed into these unclean creatures. According to Leviticus 11:9–10, anything that comes from the water
(weather salt or fresh) that has both scales and fins can be eaten. This indicates that sea-life like whales, dolphin, sharks and
similar types would be considered unclean. 

It is of interest to note that Australia is the only continent that has no kosher native mammals, nor kosher native birds.

 

Noah's Flood Explained

It had to occur on a 385 Day year as explained in my Metonic Moon articles. For all the following events to take place this
requires a 385 day year 

Nisan 1 to Iyyar 16 = 46 days + 40 Days of Rain + 150 Days Water Covers the Earth + 149 Days Earth Dry Last Day = 385 

The outer barrier called the Firmament has to exist if the we truly believe in the Bible. This means there is no outer-space
because all there is is salt water behind this star barrier. For Noah's Flood to occur there must simply be simple water portal
systems that extend out and water would flow to the Earth much like a sprinkler system imitating rain. It must simply be a high
tech T.V. screen with layered depth of imagery with many of these water portals. There would possibly be salt residue all over
the moon and backside of the sun if these are electromagnetic systems that can stop and go in reverse according to to the
Bible. The salt would of course be all over the Moon because the Moon is further in than these sprinkler systems. The Moon
therefore has to be a graphical display of dirt and craters as no water erosion is present from this previous event. This could be
an entirely new subject such as the devil updated the Moon to look this way before banished to the Earth to make the Big
Bang Universe story more believable. It may of been just a flat color with no features at its start on day 4 of creation and was
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just supposed to show phases.  

Adding to the mystery a guy named Wernher von Braun, a NAZI rocket scientist brought over from NAZI Germany to develop
rockets left this verse on his grave stone: 

Psalm 19:1 The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament sheweth his handywork.  

Now why on earth would a NAZI be quoting bible verses which are testimony of the Jews whom the NAZI's tried to
exterminate. What did the rocket man know that we don't know? He helped develop what is now known as NASA. Rocket man
was hitting the first barrier which is invisible which holds the Devil and it's kind onto the Earth from leaving until the appointed
time and nobody will get through it even with Operation Fishbowl nukes from the 1960's. 

These sprinklers let the water in, but have to be closed to stop letting more get in after 40 days and nights. Therfore the water
had to be pumped out from below from drainage systems and pipes to get back into the outer firmament for 149 days. These
pipes existed to water the Earth with non salt water as well as cool the layers of Earth from becoming tectonic. This process
would have created free energy for whatever the Earth required such as electromagnetism at the north and south poles and
the pumping of water to the surface as well as any other energy unknowns on a constructed Earth. 

This is what I would logically expect to see.

 

A few Flat Earth Conspiracies 

 
The Flat Earth models place the Sun and Moon within this Firmament, however a second invisible barrier is said to be before
this preventing space travel. 

There are some interesting Flat Earth theories such as mountains or cities visible beyond what is mathematically expected
according to the Pythagorean math formula for the Earths curvature. 

Flight patterns of commercial jets are odd in many cases when a path on the sphere we think is Earth should be more direct. 

Amateur high altitude balloons showing a flat looking plane rather then an expected curved surface.

Hot spots visible from the Sun which seems to imply a close sun rather than something millions of miles away.

Most phones have GPS as well. How does it know my position in a structure with metal walls and a roof but can't find me in the
woods because of a weak signal? GPS shouldn't technically have this issue. Maybe during a rainstorm compare how accurate
your phone positions you compared to your satellite T.V. not getting a signal.

NASA releases inconsistent images of a complete Earth over the years. They admit they assemble them in Photoshop and
add clouds. The argument here is why not take a picture of the entire planet so there is no assembly required. The explanation
could be the cost to send a satellite out this far to merely take a picture of the Earth which would not be of much use since the
details aren't usable.

Gravity is indeed strange, as it can hold all the water in place on a curved surface yet a butterfly can fly over this same surface.

Some of the more stupid theories include hovering in a helicopter and letting the Earth spin under you. If I jump up in the air in
a train I am not flung to the back of the train because I am traveling the same speed as the train. Also tossing a ball in the air
at these speeds inside the train results in in coming back down without being flung by the speed of the train.

In 1962 the United States conducted high altitude nuclear tests in the upper atmosphere. It was called Operation Fishbowl. A
very ironic name considering the firmament implies waters above and below on the Earth. Were these tests? Were they trying
to break the energy field that surrounds the Earth and holds the Devil here? (mentioned below in article)

People are being fooled into believing that EBE's or extraterrestrials come from other worlds and created a race of humans to
control the others not like them. I wrote about this in my Wheat and Chaff article on the articles page. Although I was unable to
prove a Flat Earth based on lighting and so forth, it doesn't mean I'm correct about it. The people running the planet are
controlled by these beings and now we're given information about alleged aliens by organizations such as The disclosure
Project. At first it appears it's admissions about EBE's from people in key government positions, but most likely is Illuminati
type organizations to get people to be fooled down the road into thinking we live in a vast universe with EBE's. The alleged
aliens will come out of hiding for the New World Order they are plotting and scheming.This will align with The Mark of the
Beast time frame in the Book of Revelation which I wrote about in my articles section. 

NASA claims that the Hubble Telescope goes around Earth at 17,000 mph. It screams conspiracy that something traveling that
fast takes high resolution images in the dark at that speed. Images need long exposure times and pointing to the deepest part
of space to show millions of galaxies seems unlikely at 17,000 mph. This energy field makes orbiting satellites impossible
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because it's located in the upper atmosphere. Look up at the night sky where allegedly thousands of these are orbiting Earth
and you should see them everywhere because the solar panels would reflect the sun, but nothing shows up.

Notice the stars spin around Polaris in a perfect circle when you take time lapsed photography. Earth has an alleged elliptical
orbit and evidently wobbles they say. It's strange how constellations are always the same for thousands of years. 

Rumor has it that your satellite T.V. dish points to high towers just like GPS since these satellite systems don't really exist or
merely receives a bounced signal. 

Some other great things noted about Flat Earth concepts are jet planes get to a certain height and fly level. How can you do
this at 5-600 mph without having to adjust for Earths alleged curvature by dipping the jets nose down? 

If astronauts hang on wires and get caught then something fishy is going on Video LINK

More wires in "outer space?" Video LINK

Astronauts on the Moon or more deception using wires Video LINK

The astronaut in this video is doing odd things with his hands. These are most likely interviews you are told to be live but are
probably prerecorded to remove the wires. This video shows at the end how wires are easily removed. Video LINK 

You get about 30 seconds using an airplane to get a zero gravity effect simply set playback speed at 50% and it looks even
better and lasts longer. Companies such as Zero-G offer this but have a more compact experience because the planes need
seating for all the people. If you dolled up the interior of an airplane the same as the ISS you can fly from one compartment to
the next which looks awesome with a fixed camera. This is how they avoid wires to demonstrate this effect. Video LINK

It appears NASA might be doing quite a few things. The biggest question is if anti-gravity is real then why does all this seem to
be trickery? Technology could easily get you there, so why do these conspiracies not make me believe I'm on a sphere? I
watched another great video on why Earth isn't flat but it doesn't make sense as a sphere either. For long interviews they hang
on wires and it's computer CG for some props that spin. Notice the astronaut doing this trick is wearing a dark or black shirt.
It's because for now they can't fake a shadow on him from the computer generated prop, but with augmented reality they soon
can. He also has a strange device on his hand that looks like vital sensors yet the others don't have this on. This is probably to
manipulate CG art in real-time. To show an astronaut fly from one compartment to another wires don't work and green screens
might look fake. The solution here is inside a plane for 30 seconds weightlessness can be faked and by slowing the playback
speed it looks like hes in the ISS flying from one section to the next. For spacewalks they've been caught with bubbles in the
broadcast because its filmed in a pool. Merely give the suits some air and you look weightless in water. Even the practice
pools seem to define the ISS sections differently with the background color of the swimming pool. Here are some videos I'm
sure they'll love.The second video shows his helmet was filling with water. It seems strange they would use water to cool a suit
in space conditions and not a special fluid like cars use. 

Video LINK  1

Video LINK  2 

Video LINK  3  

The video link provided in the Moon landing section demonstrates according to their own science that upper atmospheric
temperatures melt most forms of metal making exploration with even satellite probes unlikely. 

Finally saving the best for last. Recall the Rocket Man that was pro flat Earth. He was smart enough to design rockets, yet it
could only go 2,000 ft high. Read about him here LINK. He insisted he could prove something about no curvature by only
going that high, but was smart enough to build rockets. This was another red flag. You can literally sky dive with a camera at
an average of 10,000 ft which is five times higher.. Why would someone this bright act this stupid? He is what I would call a
scorpion as mentioned in my Wheat and Chaff article. They literally don't care if they die because they are wicked spirits whom
get a new host body. He put on a good show but really wants you to look stupid by looking into this idea. You can read that
here LINK

I linked to several awesome videos below you should watch. 

Wernher von Braun

 
Adding to the mystery a guy named Wernher von Braun, a NAZI rocket scientist brought over from NAZI Germany to develop
rockets left this verse on his grave stone:

Psalm 19:1 The heavens declare the glory of God; and the firmament sheweth his handywork.

Now why on earth would a NAZI be quoting bible verses which are testimony of the Jews whom the NAZI's tried to
exterminate. What did the rocket man know that we don't know? He helped develop what is now known as NASA.

https://youtu.be/asnwX3oSfaM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P7d2dJgDfqI
https://youtu.be/Zz9Bzi_GyD0
https://youtu.be/3Tk62RW7JB4
https://youtu.be/QvP8fd2W_6A
https://youtu.be/QvP8fd2W_6A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IcwhwZr7_EU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddj1s9rvSeA%3E%3C/a%3E%3Ca%0A%0A%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20href=
https://archive.org/details/InternationalSpaceStationHoaxAirBubblesRise-SpaceWalksSimulatedInA
https://youtu.be/Zz9Bzi_GyD0
https://youtu.be/Zz9Bzi_GyD0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mike_Hughes_%28daredevil%29
http://www.numberman.net/The_Nephelim_Giants.html
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I recently came across this video which shows glitches moving across the surface of the Moon. The theory they have is that
perhaps there is some hologram covering what's on the Moon. I think what this guy actually may have recorded many many
times is the very Firmament that Wernher von Braun was referring to. A barrier that nothing can leave which is why they
Photoshop pictures of Earth together because they never landed on the moon because they can't get to it. His You Tube
channel was taken down for doing nothing other than posting the effect going on.

 

 

Channel DELETED Over This Moon Video?Channel DELETED Over This Moon Video?

 

LINK
 

The funny thing is I think this is a second barrier that holds in the "Devil" from leaving the earth after they were cast out of the
Heavens. (See scripture below). I never said I didn't believe in a containment type Earth where the Universe is fake. The Moon
tells us the month, the Sun tells us the time of day and the stars tell us the season. We live perhaps on a giant mechanism that
was designed as a time piece because God prefers order rather than simply a Big Bang of chaos.

We never landed on the Moon

Here is a short video explaining the science of the upper atmosphere where temperatures make it impossible for any metals to
pass through the layers without melting. Hence a rocket nor anything else would have a chance nor would it seem any other
probes sent to "deep space" LINK

The Energy Field is designed to hold in the Devil 

According to the Book of Revelation, the Devil (Read my articles on Satan, Aliens and so forth for better understanding) has
been cast down to the Earth and is imprisoned here until the appointed time (Likely the appointed time relates to the 11:11
phenomenon in my articles section)

Revelation 12:9-12 And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the
whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.

And I heard a loud voice saying in heaven, Now is come salvation, and strength, and the kingdom of our God, and the power
of his Christ: for the accuser of our brethren is cast down, which accused them before our God day and night.

And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of their testimony; and they loved not their lives unto the
death.

Therefore rejoice, ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe to the inhabiters of the earth and of the sea! for the devil is
come down unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short time.

There are rumors swirling around the internet of some kind of energy field that surrounds the planet, if we can't actually make it
to the sun or moon then there is perhaps a second field that was put around the planet to contain them from leaving the earth.
The original firmament should allow travel to the Sun and Moon as they fit within the firmament theory. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Yj3zw13QLI
https://www.youtube.com/embed/8Yj3zw13QLI
https://youtu.be/7_QpI4jOjW0
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Why they go to great lengths to fool You

If we truly live in a containment with a false universe then they are hiding it was created by God just as it says in the Bible.
They want you to think you are evolution monkeys that live on a planet that came about by chance to fool you so you are
dragged to hell. If you actually knew what you lived on and that God expects us to keep his Commandments then you would
live a different life. Instead they fill your head with this nonsense about a vast Universe and being monkey people we don't
have to have any morals because there is nothing to answer to according to them.  

So many things don't add up that I know this is exactly what's really going on. Take time to read my other articles for better
understanding. I just finished my article on Metonic Cycles of the Moon for Biblical Dating. The theory as to why radio carbon
dating doesn't match Biblical timelines to a creation date is because whatever is stuck here in the containment that is Earth
had nothing to do with it's construction. Therefore the materials used to build the structure and the Moon and Sun mechanisms
used ancient materials not from this 3D world we call Earth.  

The construction process was probably 4 long days just over 4,000 years using materials from the "Heavens". Using this
theory we see that Biblical events can be exactly correct and still work with radio carbon dating the earth to millions or billions
of years old.

 

 
Interesting Flat Earth video by New Horizons 

 

Video 1 LINK

 
 

Interesting Flat Earth video by Eric Dubay

 
Video 2 LINK

 

 

Interesting Dinosaur video by Eric Dubay

 
Video 3 LINK

 

 
Invisible Barrier caught by rocket video? 

 

Video 4 LINK

 

Evolution video by Eric Dubay

 
Video 5 LINK

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7UuW9CqhBdE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Ax_YpQsy88
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDvKD_z3OeQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hc0JWFKGojQ
https://youtu.be/H85QzFpTS6U
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Water Physics video by Eric Dubay
Why do rivers flow south into an Ocean that doesn't? 

Video 6 LINK

 

Arctic and Antarctic video by Eric Dubay

 
Video 7 LINK

 

 

 

Flat Earth isn't Possible based off these experiments
(But I'm not a NAZI rocket scientist so these are counter arguements) 

 

Accurate Maps? or Deception? 

Flat Earth is impossible from these facts using 1/1000 scale CAD 3D simulations 

It's impossible to take known distances such as the tip of South America to Sydney Australia without increasing that distance
flattening Earth into a disk. If you maintain that a certain city is on a certain longitude then you can't exactly create your own
map by fudging these locations to fit your theory. There is perhaps conspiracy to those that have accurately mapped the Earth
with photography. 

If we draw out 24 evenly distributed zones representing the path of the Sun on a flat disk the Sun cannot correctly light the
area. We end up with some of the same cities on known longitudes having different sunrises and sunsets even though they
receive the sunlight at similar times. The sun cannot correctly distribute the light on a flat plane compared to a sphere. (see
images below) 

The Flat Earth map that is commonly accepted distorts continents such as Australia and South America and shrinks other
parts such as the United States with this projection method. If you compare these distorted areas with Google Maps it's easy to
see that Australia for instance would have different details from being squashed. It's quite possible the general public isn't
shown pictures of Earth accurately however. I created a new high resolution map that fixes these distortions. 

Mercury and Venus?

How would the inner planets revolve around a sun that makes one trip every 24 hours around a stationary Earth? Mercury and
Venus would be within this firmament model.

 

Lunar Eclipse? 

 

https://youtu.be/da6XAzhcn_E
https://youtu.be/dxJnRNn5Qwg
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How would a lunar eclipse work on a Flat Earth? When the shadow of the Earth is cast upon the moon it turns the moon red.
The orbit of the Moon on a Flat Earth wouldn't allow this to happen. How could one predict the next eclipse as well? Perhaps
the Moon gives off it's own light and is more complex as a mechanism than we think. 

The moon would seemingly always be casting a shadow somewhere on the earth when it's on the same side as the sun not
just during eclipses.

The best way to explain what I mean is to scroll down to the 3D renderings. 

 

Some Interesting Scientific Videos
 

Video 1 LINK

Video 2 LINK

Video 3 LINK

Video 4 LINK

 

This video explains the map and why it was projected this way LINK

 

Here's a fun experiment I did showing what a 70 Mile wide moon would look like in the sky at set distances 

Full Size Image LINK

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9ksbh88OJs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NGZEXkSX9wI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTBaOmJEQg0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFU1A88N_6I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCWz5na8d1k
http://www.numberman.net/images/Flat_Earth_Moon_70_Miles_Wide_FINAL_FULL_SIZE.jpg
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Full Size Image LINK

Full Size Image LINK

http://www.numberman.net/images/Eclipse_Data_70_Mile_Moon_FULL_SIZE.jpg
http://www.numberman.net/images/Flat_Earth_Study_01_FULL_SIZE.jpg
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Full Size Image LINK

Full Size Image LINK

http://www.numberman.net/images/Flat_Earth_Study_02_FULL_SIZE.jpg
http://www.numberman.net/images/Flat_Earth_Study_04_FULL_SIZE.jpg
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Full Size Image LINK

http://www.numberman.net/images/Flat_Earth_Study_03_FULL_SIZE.jpg
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I created this Flat Earth Map using a smaller sun (33 miles wide) that still casts a 70 mile wide shadow by being closer to a 31
mile wide moon. This got rid of elongated shadows on a flat plane Earth because the sun can be closer. The size of the moon
and sun in the sky are about right by being some 950 miles in elevation. I also did a quick test to see the Antarctic Circle is
64,614 miles roughly. It could be a little more or less, but my image is what gave me the calculation. Watching this video of Flat
Earth by Eric Dubay LINK he mentions early ship explorers found the distance to be anywhere from 60,000 to 69,000 miles
around which puts me in the correct scale. Simply go to the 36th reason out of 200 which is early in the video to view just
these pieces. He also notes that ships were off by almost 20 miles each day by sailing in this region of Earth. There are likely
multiple reasons why Antarctica is off limits to anyone other than government officials. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Ax_YpQsy88
http://www.numberman.net/PDFs/Flat_Earth_or_Spherical_Earth.pdf
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